[Discovery of the sequences of herpes simplex virus type 1 in the genomes of normal and transformed mouse and hamster cell lines].
Sequences capable of hybridization with cloned fragments of herpes simplex virus type I (HSVI) DNA were found in genome DNA of Syrian hamster fibroblast lines transformed either by intact HSVI genome (cell line 14.012.81) or this virus DNA fragments (cell line EH/A44). The method of pinpoint hybridization demonstrated the presence in DNA of the cell lines under study of sequences capable of hybridization both with unique areas and with HSVI genome replicas. A correlation was established between the tumorigenic properties of the transformed lines and the number of HSVI sequences present in genomes of these lines. The genome of mouse cell line BaLB/3T3 was found to contain sequences homologous to HSVI replica areas, their number exceeding that of virus sequences present in the genome of nontransformed hamster cells (BHK/21 line).